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RUN YOUR 
FOODSERVICE

OPERATION 
FROM A SINGLE 

BACK-END 
PLATFORM

A robust back-end management platform providing
complete operational control and market insights.

Real-time Reporting
Get data in your reports as soon as it happens on the kiosk. Data and 
metrics are uploaded to ADM after every transaction, so you always 
have a real-time view of market activity.

Reports/Scheduled Reports
Set up an organized list of reports that can be viewed in ADM or 
downloaded as PDF or Excel files. Automate your reporting by running 
reports automatically and have the results sent to you through email.

Explore the value ADM provides:
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Product & Menu Creation
Create café menus for breakfast, lunch, and dinner, and schedule them to automatically switch when 
those periods start and end. Alternatively, add non-scannable items to your micro markets, such as 
fruits and coffee pods, for customers to purchase at your kiosks. 

Product Management
Create products globally across all of your locations or send them exclusively to specific markets. 
Using the Global Product Change, you can adjust a wide range of product details with a few 
keystrokes. Alternatively, make small price adjustments to specific products at a single location. 

Inventory Management
Easily stock, count, and pull stale items through the Mobile Inventory website, right from your phone! 
Mobile Inventory turns your phone’s camera into a barcode scanner, eliminating the need to purchase 
specialized hardware. Additionally, you can run pick lists and update inventory values right from ADM. 
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On-screen Inventory
Manage location-level product inventory values directly from ADM. Maintain accurate counts of  
on-hand inventory by associating reason codes when adding or removing products from inventory. 

Dashboards 
Our intuitive dashboards give you real time access to your location’s daily performance. Dashboards 
report in real-time and will quickly display the number of daily transactions, daily sales, cash on hand, 
and more. Dashboards are a great tool to view the health of your markets at a quick glance.

Notifications
Set up alerts for a wide range of events at your market, like notifications if your kiosk loses internet 
connection or if sales have not occurred at your locations. 
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Bundling/Promotions
Promotions are a great way to influence consumer behavior. ADM offers the tools to customize 
promotions in multiple ways to help drive product sales. Promotions can be used across all ADM 
platforms, Pay apps, and OrderAhead. There is a lot of customization for promos, so you can get very 
creative with them! 

Commercials
Upload and manage commercials at your convenience. Dynamically display on-screen 
advertisements on idle screens. Closed Commercials will display during the time before and after the 
menu times indicated in the Menu Service times. Home Commercials will scroll, but when the screen 
is touched during the closed times, the Closed Commercial message will display. 

Gift Cards

Create gift cards to share with your client or consumers. These can be used by clients for employee 
incentive programs or sent directly to consumers to reward or entice market usage. Gift cards can be 
set to expire after a certain date and can be used to cover part of a larger transaction.
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User Roles
Manage what ADM users can see and do in ADM by assigning roles. There are three pre-set roles. 
Operator allows full read and write access to the ADM website. Reporter allows “View Only” access to 
the ADM website. Driver allows for limited read and write access that pertains to Driver roles.

Consumer Management
Search and manage consumer accounts in ADM with ease. You can search for specific consumers 
by their Name, Email, Scancode, Location, or Market ID. You can check on the status of their account 
(Active or Closed), market cards associated with their account, and any account adjustments, 
purchases, or funding history. Operators can add funds to consumer accounts, but cannot deduct.

Tender/Tiered Pricing Promotion(s)

The Tender Discount allows you to enable a discount based on how consumers pay for their 
transactions. You can discount transactions when consumers pay with a GMA account, credit/debit 
card, or cash (cash only applies to ReadyTouch transactions). Using this discount effectively creates 
a two-tiered pricing system. Your account and cash customers, who save you money in credit card 
fees, are rewarded with an automatic discount every time they checkout.



See how ADM can streamline your business. 
Contact us for more information. We are here for you.

sales@365smartshop.com
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Loyalty System
The built-in loyalty program for GMA allows consumers to accumulate points with each purchase and 
then redeem them for cash back on their accounts at loyalty-enabled locations. The reward program 
is also a great way to promote products by making certain products worth more points. 

Subsidies
With the Subsidies feature, customizable groups can be allocated a daily, weekly or monthly funding 
amount. At the end of each period, the funds will be automatically topped off or rolled over, with no 
further action needed from the operator.


